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catherine ponder has been a minister of the unity faith since 1956, serving in churches all over
the u.s. and canada. she has also been a visiting lecturer on numerology at the university of
toronto, and served on the board of enrollment for the new york institute of technology. her

books include the best-selling millionaires of the bible series and the law of creative prosperity.
a minister of the unity faith since 1956, catherine ponder has been a visiting lecturer on

numerology at the university of toronto and serves as director of the newly-formed national
unity foundation. the law of creative prosperity, writes catherine ponder, is to take your deep-
seated desires and, instead of suppressing them as impossible dreams, begin expressing them

constructively through deciding what they really are, and then doing something very simple
but very powerful about them: write them down! the law of creative prosperity, writes

catherine ponder, is to take your deep-seated desires and, instead of suppressing them as
impossible dreams, begin expressing them constructively through deciding what they really
are, and then doing something very simple but very powerful about them: write them down!

ponder has written more than a dozen books, which include such bestsellers as her
millionaires of the bible series. she is a minister of the non-denominational unity faith and has

served in unity churches since 1956, and heads a global ministry in palm desert, california.
minister catherine ponder reveals universal truths for health, love, success, and peace in this

groundbreaking book first published in 1962. she offers plenty of practical advice and
countless actual success stories about using divine power to overcome difficulties, achieve

happiness..
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On the strength of her highly successful self-help books, Catherine Ponder has been called
“The Mother of Christian Coaching,” and is considered by many to be a pioneer in the world of

Christian self-help and inspirational literature. Her core message is: “Your life is under your
control, and you can succeed, and do what you were put on earth to do.” Catherine Ponder's

self-help books have sold over twenty-five million copies worldwide since the early 1980s. One
of her best-selling books is You Can Heal Your Life, which has also been translated into dozens

of languages. Ponder's books have been featured on the Oprah Winfrey Show, appeared on
The Tonight Show, and were named top seller by the Christian Booksellers Association in its

annual awards program. Ponder has also been awarded the Medal of Excellence for her overall
contribution to self-help book writing, and the Library Journal Outstanding Lifetime

Achievement Award. Catherine Ponder has long been associated with Unity Church, which she
joined in 1956 after experiencing a transformation in her own life. The fastest growing

denomination in the United States, Unity is uniting a global community of people who share
similar beliefs about God and the world, and whose ultimate goal is to create a world of peace

and harmony. For more information on the history of Unity, search the World Wide Web for
Unity Church and Unity Web Site. For now, three of her bestsellers are available at

http://themillionairesofthebible.com/ (Millionaires of the Bible), http://spiritualprinciples.com/
(The Secret of Divine Prosperity), and http://energyhealing.com/ (You Can Heal Your Life).
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